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CHAPTER VIII. DECISIONS OF NATIONAL TRIBUNALS

1. Austria

Highest Court, Austria

Evangelical Church (Augsburg and Helvetic Confessions) v. Official of the IAEA: Judgement of 27 February 1964

Church dues are not taxes, but obligations under civil law—Article XV, section 38, of the Agreement regarding the Headquarters of the IAEA therefore does not grant exemption from the payment of church dues.

2. United States of America

Westchester County Court


Jurisdiction over proceedings to foreclose tax liens on residences of foreign representatives to the United Nations—Court declined to exercise jurisdiction.
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CHAPTER IX. LEGAL DOCUMENTS INDEX OF THE UNITED NATIONS AND RELATED INTER-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

A. LEGAL DOCUMENTS INDEX OF THE UNITED NATIONS

1. General Assembly and Subsidiary Organs

   1. Plenary General Assembly and Main Committees
      Documents of legal interest

   2. United Nations Conciliation Commission for Palestine
      Document of legal interest

   3. Executive Committee of the Programme of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
      Documents of legal interest

   4. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
      Documents relating to agenda items of legal interest (sixth session)

      General debate (agenda item 2) and report of the Legal Sub-Committee on the work of its third session (agenda item 5)
Chapter VII

DECISIONS OF INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNALS

[No decisions on questions relating to the United Nations and related inter-governmental organizations were rendered by international tribunals in 1964.]